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William Morrow Company, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
In this glittering tale of forgotten treasures and long-held secrets, international bestseller Karen
Swan explores one woman s journey to discovering the truth behind an abandoned apartment and
a family whose mysteries may be better left undiscovered. When high-powered fine art agent Flora
Sykes is called in to assess objets d art in a Paris apartment that has been abandoned since WWII,
she is skeptical at first--until she discovers that the treasure trove of paintings is myriad.and
priceless. The powerful Vermeil family to whom they belong is eager to learn more and asks Flora to
trace the history of each painting. Despite a shocking announcement that has left her own family
reeling, Flora finds herself thrown into the glamorous world of the Vermeils. But she soon realizes
there is more to this project than first appears. As she researches the provenance of their prize
Renoir, she uncovers a scandal surrounding the painting--and a secret that goes to the very heart of
the family. The fallout will place Flora in the eye of a storm that carries her from London to Vienna
to the glittering coast of Provence....
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A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to read. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am e ortlessly could possibly get a delight of
studying a created ebook.
-- Oceane Stanton DVM-- Oceane Stanton DVM

This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Burnice Cronin-- Burnice Cronin
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